JAMES MEYER
Software Engineer

</> jamesjmeyer210@gmail.com
</> 210.749.0947
</> linkedin.com/in/jamesj-meyer
</> github.com/jamesjmeyer210
</> jamesjmeyer210.github.io

I enjoy finding elegant solutions to problems. Learning to
code has been an excellent conduit for that trait. As the
market evolves and we advance, I look forward to making
many contributions to the vast realm of software.

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Adlister

Feb 2019

Java SQL Builder

Feb 2019

EDUCATION

SQL query builder is an elegant solution for generating SQL queries in
Java code, without worrying about errors in SQL syntax.

September 2018 - April 2019

Contacts Manager App

Jan 2019

Movies Application

Dec 2019

Codeup
Codeup is a fully-immersive, projectbased, and intensive 18 week full
stack Java career accelerator that
provides students with 600+ hours
of expert instruction in software
development.

Adlister is a full stack web application that behaves like a clone of
Craigslist. The project utilizes Java, Maven, MySQL, and JSPs.

The contacts manager application is a command line java application
that makes use of hashmaps a standard file IO.
Movies application is a client side web application written is ES6
Javascript, HTML, and CSS. The application is an exersise in data
structutres, code generation, API calls, and promises.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Bitcoin Tech Weekly
January 2015 - June 2017

Northeast Lakeview College
Associates Degree of Science |
Major: Computer Science

Technical Skills
</> Languages: Java - Javascript HTML - CSS - SQL - JQuery - C - Unix
Shell - Rust
</> Exposure to: Github - Paired
Programming Apache Tomcat MySQL - Assembly - Servlets - JSPs Spring Boot
</> Math Knowledge: Calculus Linear Algebra - Discrete
Mathematics

Dec 2017 - Jan 2018

Author / Editor / Researcher
As an author and editor for the news site, BitcoinTechWeekly.com, I
was tasked with writing articles and weekly briefs on cryptography,
cybersecurity, and blockchains. I dramatically expanded my knowledge
of mathematics by reporting on the many cryptography advancements
in the Bitcoin ecosystem. I was also exposed to Git, which is how we
collaborated on our work across the world.

Northeast Lakeview

June 2017 - Sep 2018

Computer Science and Mathematics Tutor
As a tutor for the Alamo colleges, I worked with students from many
backgrounds on many educational paths. There, I developed the
capacity to communicate complex, nuanced ideas by breaking them
down into small, digestible concepts. Most importantly, I learned to
listen.

HEB Warehouse

June 2014 - Jan 2015

Order Selector
As an order selector for HEB, I worked under struct standards in
physically harsh conditions. In the warehouse, I was exposed to the
scale and complexity of HEB's advanced shipping system, from the
perspective of the entry level worker.

